enable command-line option checking in tools

Command line option checking has been recently enabled in mdrun, but there are a few tools in which this still needs to be fixed: g_tune_pme, g_pme_error, g_membed. The rewriting/fixing of these tools for 4.6 is ongoing and should include this task before the submission of the new code.

Associated revisions

Revision 5a784fff - 04/16/2012 12:08 AM - Szilárd Páll
enable command line option checking in mdrun

Command line option checking has been disabled in mdrun. This can cause unexpected issues e.g. when mdrun disregards an option with a typo.

Note that a few tools (g_tune_pme, g_pme_error, and g_membed) also omit option checking, but these either rely on this "feature" or are in process of rewriting/fixing for 4.6 which will implement the checkin. refs #922

Change-Id: I855c2dc0f2ebb09edfce92eb4a7b63fa144a5f4d
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History

#1 - 06/01/2012 09:10 PM - David van der Spoel
- Status changed from New to Closed

Has been fixed in another branch that soon will be merged into the 4.6 branch.